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1 INTRODUCTION

There have extensive research to demonstrate how digital tools can augmented physically collocated events [e.g. 43, 46, 57] and classroom participation [2, 10, 27, 34, 37, 43, 71]. Nowadays, digital tools for collocated communication are supported by several commercial tools, such as Slido, Mentimeter, Poll Everywhere and Screen.io1. Scholars have highlighted how such tools are dual-channel, allowing participants interact through both a physical and a digital channel at the same time [39, 46, 58]. Due to this, it has been shown that such tools support participation and engagement [e.g. 29, 30, 57], promote peer learning [43, 71], create opportunities for focused discussions without side-tracking the face-to-face interactions [5, 43] and improves self-expression [17, 29, 45]. However, there are also disadvantages which can limit how extensively such systems are used. For example, co-existence of two channels may compete for attention and participants may find it harder to follow the presentation in the physical channel [43]. Other problems include posting of off-topic content [5, 20, 45] and mocking of the performer [e.g. 6].

We are particularly interested in cases where the additional communication channel is used against expectations. They could be seen to break the (un)written behavioural rules which are established in events, at least from the organisers’ perspective. Therefore, the additional communication channel appears to break the norms. They may limit the uptake of such communication tools in events or for education. Scholars have studied extensively how norms impact technology use and what kinds of steps are conducted to maintain norms [among many others 13, 54, 66]. However, they have focused on single-channel communication. Because of this, we do not have a clear conceptual insight how norm violations and norm management take place in a dual-channel communication.

To address this gap, we develop an initial framework to explore norm violations in dual-channel communication environments and examine how these norm violations are managed. To examine these, we have conducted observations and interviews during a field deployment. The studies are conducted in a school environment as norms in there are well-articulated and actively maintained. Teachers aim to create social environments that would support learning [24, 59]. While pupils may interpret norms and even challenge norms [28, 31], the long-term relationship between the teacher and the pupils increases the likelihood that all parties understand what the desired school class behaviour is like. In the following, we first review the literature on norms, their violations and management.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

To study norms in collocated synchronous communication, we build on literature about norms and norms management as well as work on collocated synchronous communication. Given that our context is in education, we also apply insights from this domain to enrich our analysis. We will first introduce our understanding about collocated synchronous communication in events, followed by detailed review on about norms, their violations and management.

2.1 Analysing collocated synchronous communication systems in events

There is an extensive body of research addressing collocated synchronous communication systems in event contexts [e.g. 43, 46, 57] and learning settings [e.g. 2, 10, 27, 34, 37, 43, 71]. Across these works, different social roles have been used to analytically to examine the roles. Most scholars agree that there is an ‘audience’ or ‘spectators’ and ‘performers,’ who have a more active role in maintaining the overall event [e.g. 46, 56]. The key insight has been that collocated synchronous communication may help some members of the audience to become more active ‘spec-actors’ (that is, spectators and actors at the same time), and thereby limit performers role as the only content contributor [20, 60]. The idea of clearly different performer role is also suitable with teaching, which is sometimes analysed as a performance [52] where the teacher has on overall role of maintaining the analysis.

Second analytical division has been to what kinds of interactions are examined in events augmented with collocated synchronous communication systems. Most of the earlier work has often focused significantly on what takes place in the digital communication channel [e.g. 29, 30, 43, 45, 71]. However, much less focus has been put into the physical communication channel or both channels. Scholars who have tackled these have observed that physical presence is used to guide attention [39, 46] and focused on differences between interaction across these channels [58]. This work moves forward to diminish the importance of digital channels and shows that actions occur across these communication channels.

2.2 Norms and human–computer interaction

Social norms are representations of acceptable group conduct [9, 38, 61]. Violating them leads to sanctions from community members [22]. In human–computer interaction research, norms have been used to understand what kind of interactions emerge through the design characteristics of user interfaces [e.g. 63, 66] or through other users’ actions [e.g. 13, 64]. Similarly, the theoretical concept is well-articulated and applied in sociology and social psychology [e.g., 9]. To avoid further confusion about norms, we wish to articulate more explicitly what we mean by norms. Four categories of norms have been defined [38]:

1. Collective norms are developed by individuals and are implicitly understood in the community.
2. Perceived norms are individuals’ perspectives on the collective norms.
3. Injunctive norms are what people believe to be the correct behaviour.
4. Descriptive norms are defined as those activities that are actually punished by the community.

For the present study, descriptive norms are of interest, as they refer to cases where teachers or fellow pupils might raise up as issues in the classroom. As descriptive norms manifest and impact the collective and perceived norms, they also provide insights into these norms more broadly [38]. Descriptive norms form through social interaction: they may be discussed before the need for punished or they may become visible after the community punishment.

Social norms are essential to guide behaviour also in school environments. However, as a social setting school is different from less hierarchical groups – often studied when we examine norms in relation to technology. Teacher has been given the responsibility to maintain to maintain and define the values, and therefore, also the norms of the classroom [12, 18, 41, 70]. However, students do have agency in the process as well: pupils are not ‘judgmental dopes’ [28, 31] who obediently follow the norms that a teacher communicates to them. Furthermore, norms evolve over time: there are prior discussions, rule settings and history of norm violations and sanctions. These help teachers and students to create a shared understanding about the descriptive norms. However, when analysing norms, we must be mindful about teachers’ expected role about maintaining values
and norms. Educational scholars highlight that teachers do have an invisible hand to shape the social settings [for reviews, 1].

Therefore, when we focus on descriptive norms which we observed by examining what activities are sanctioned during the class. During class time, teachers have the primary responsibility of sanctioning and maintaining norms. Therefore, the descriptive norms we observe bear similarity to teachers’ injunctive norms: teachers maintain norms for cases where they perceive as violation of the expected behaviour. While in many cases in classroom activities pupils can take part in these activities (i.e., group work, individual work on exercises), the use of collocated synchronous communication systems is performative: teacher is performing and asking students to engage by participating. Therefore, the settings when these technologies are used is not equal: there are power imbalances which impact on who is expected to sanction and monitor behaviour, leading to differences in how descriptive norms are formed.

To further understand norms, we explore the characteristics and occurrences of norm violations in dual-channel communication (Section 2.3, RQ1) and address research on norm creation and their management (Section 2.4, RQ2).

### 2.3 Norm violations

Norm violations are cases where the expectations set in the norms are broken [44]. They have been extensively studied across technology researchers. For example, McLaughlin and Vitak [44] found how norms might be violated in Facebook use, for example, by publishing excessive amounts of status updates or sharing overly emotional content. They suggested that these activities may break with expectations about the norms of public and private interactions. Similarly, Uski and Lampinen [67] observed that automated profile construction in online communities of interest conflicts with their users’ need for “profile work” and self-presentation in their social networks.

Various norm violations can manifest in a school context. A typical norm violation is a situation where students do not behave as the teacher expected, and this interrupts the instruction. Several typologies have been developed to classify classroom interruptions [e.g. 3, 25]. We do not intent to stay that all classroom interruptions are norm violations: for example, such interventions could be caused by education technology not working or another teacher’s unexpected visit to the classroom. However, the classification helps us to examine potential cases where norms are violated. Based on these classifications, the norm violations emerge from interventions by either a student or the teacher. For example, if students are asked to work on a task that does not require speaking, general chatter and noise may be considered norm violations if the teacher tries to stop it. Similarly, already earlier research has suggested that dual-channel communication can be used to share extensively negative content about the performer [e.g. 6], breaking many expectations about acceptable social situation towards a keynote speaker.

Based on these observations, it is evident that norms are violated in many context-dependent ways. To date, research has focused on norms violated within a single channel. In dual-channel communication, norm violations may be different. Therefore, we must ask (RQ1) *how do norm violations occur in dual-channel communication?* This said, with this question we do not claim that the norms are not violated in other cases. We acknowledge that the classrooms may have many norm violations taking place when the dual-channel communication was not in use. Rather, to analysis is on the role of dual-channel communication in norm violations, which drives us to explore dual-channel communication and technology more extensively.

### 2.4 Norm management

As we have suggested above, norms do not emerge out of thin air. Rather, norms are maintained (and formed) by explicit articulations from positions of power (such supervisors or teachers) as well
as individuals’ previous experiences about violations [26]. When this norm maintenance is done by those in a position of power, we suggest they are doing norm management: using a collection of strategies to establish their injunctive norms as descriptive norms.

As we have suggested above, in school environments, the role of forming and maintaining norms often belongs to teachers. For example, Doerr and Zangor [18] studied teaching practices when graphic calculators were introduced in schools. They observed that teachers defined how the calculators could be used in the classroom and which tasks should be carried out without teachers’ help. Similarly, Loh et al. [41] examined how, when using software tools to support the learning process, teachers needed to be capable of adapting learning software to fit classroom norms.

In classroom settings, norm management can be considered as part of classroom management or classroom orchestration in school settings. Both concepts are used in studies on teachers’ preparation and administration of classroom activities. For example, Emmer and Stough [24] describe how teachers manage the use of time and set up the classroom environment. Similarly, while the classroom management literature does not discuss management of norms using this term, teachers are engaged in establishing the expected behaviours. In classroom management, preventive (proactive) strategies are often preferred to reactive ones [24]. Overall, the literature is explicit that teachers orchestrate the environment for their aims and thus do “norm management” [e.g. 24]. As a corollary, it is plausible that norm management strategies should also be preventive: the teacher should attempt to establish norms before imposing coercive strategies.

In second research question (RQ2), we therefore explore what norm-management strategies performers employ. The research gap relates to the dual-channel communication situation. Previous work cited above has focused on single-channel environments and has not addressed the approaches available to manage norms in dual-channel communication.

3 CASE AND APPROACH

To answer these research questions, we conducted a field experiment [used both in human–computer interaction and learning sciences, e.g. 7, 8, 14, 15, 50] in two school classes that used a collocated synchronous communication system. We will now describe the system and study setup and elaborate on data collection and analysis approach. We will also briefly contextualise how dual-channel communication was actualised in these classrooms.

3.1 Presemo

Computer-mediated communication tools for classroom teaching are available in considerable variety and have been developed both in academia and in industry. Many of the systems are based on the idea of leveraging spectators’ personal hand-held devices in the interaction, to create more participatory learning situations and thus invite every student to engage in thinking activity [60]. These types of solutions can be used in various social settings to support group work, including

![Fig. 1. The pupil’s interface to Presemo: three different blocks as seen by a pupil](image)
Despite these apparent differences, the different settings share the same challenge: there are clear social roles between people [e.g. performers and audience; 46, 52] and the performers have the responsibility to ensure that the group work leads to suitable outcomes. If this challenge is overcome, even simple audience response systems, where the student is required to choose the right answer from a multiple-choice questionnaire, can improve learning results as they develop interactive and engaging learning situations [2, 10, 27, 34]. According to Nelimarkka et al. [46], beyond such a performer-centric use case (i.e., where the performer defines both the question and the alternative answers), dual-channel communication can also take the form of a mixed communication space [where the theme is set by the performer, but the answers are open ended, such as question management systems, 30] and purely audience-centric model [where the use of the digital channel is not controlled by the performer at all, like a backchannel, 43, 58, 71].

To engage with the questions of norms in dual-channel communication, we choose not to limit performers to only apply one performer-centric or audience-centric model but use them flexibly as needed. Presemo – the collocated synchronous communication system used in our study – allows for using several of these types of interactions, even at the same time [46].

Presemo allows the teacher to facilitate teaching via three different interaction blocks [46]. These are free-form or open-ended chats (Figure 1a), closed-ended polls (Figure 1b), and ranked content, which are mixtures of the two, whereby pupils are first prompted to answer an open-ended question,
followed by a poll that ranks the options provided (Figure 1c). Presemo is an open source product, which made it possible for us to use it in this study.²

The system has three different user interfaces: a pupil interface that can be presented on devices with small screens (Figure 1); a public display that can be projected onto a big screen; and a control interface that allows the teacher to add (Figure 2, detail A) and manipulate the content. The content is stored on a server that these three clients are in continuous contact with.

Before Presemo can be used in a lesson, the teacher needs to create the required interaction blocks. This includes defining their titles. For closed-ended polls, it includes the answer options. In the classroom, the teacher can show and hide each block independently (Figure 2, detail B). Several blocks can also be shown to pupils simultaneously.

When a block is visible, pupils may enter answers using mobile devices such as phones or tablets. In the case of an open chat or ranked content, the teacher can also remove content sent by students. Finally, the teacher can finish the activity by hiding the blocks being used or by showing other blocks.

Presemo can be used in various ways in classroom teaching. For example, teachers may start a lesson with a closed-ended survey of pupils’ viewpoints. This may be followed by a chat block underneath the survey. This allows for open-ended discussion and engages pupils in elaborating their answers. Another common strategy is to show a single interaction block to pupils for a limited amount of time. With its deceptively simple functionality, Presemo provides considerable versatility for teachers to introduce a digital channel to their teaching and to integrate it into classroom activities.

3.2 Study setup

We recruited two teachers from an elementary school in Helsinki, Finland, to a semester-long study. We informed the teachers that the study focused on mediated communication in a collocated situation and gave them a basic tutorial about Presemo. Both teachers taught 11–12-year-olds (i.e. fifth-year pupils in the Finnish school system).

Research in a school context with under-aged study participants involves ethical responsibilities. According to local guidelines from the Finnish National Board on Research Integrity, this study did not require an institutional ethical review. Instead, we were required to receive a written permission from guardians to participation in this study. From all participants, we received written permission for participation from both the pupils and their guardians. Finally, we ensured that all pupils (23 in both classes) were able to participate in this study, regardless of the technology available to them. First, we ensured that all pupils had a personal working smartphone to access Presemo and lent such devices to those pupils who did not own them. Second, the school had wireless network connectivity, which was used to connect to Presemo.

The study setup was open-ended: we gave teachers the freedom to choose how Presemo would be used in the classroom to support learning. A researcher was present about 10% of the time when Presemo was in use, and provided technical assistance when required. However, we avoided intervening in teaching during our visits, so as not to interfere with the practices of using Presemo.

The public screen was at the front of the classroom. Both teachers reconfigured the layouts of pupils’ personal desks several times during the study, forming groups of four desks, pairs, individual desks, rows, and horse-shoe formations (see Figure 3).

Results concerning anonymity. We had initially considered that the research could use an experimental setting to explore anonymity and its impacts to norms given the prior literature suggesting it has a significant impact [among many others 35, 51, 53, 55]. In this research the results of anonymity

²See: http://github.com/presemo
increased norm violations relate to social identity model of deindividuation effects [SIDE; e.g. 69]: people become deindividuated (i.e. lose a sense of individual identity and awareness) through anonymity. Previous research of dual-channel environments has shown that inappropriate or irrelevant content has amounted to as much as 20% to 45% of all content [5, 20, 45]. However, researchers have also suggested that there are positive impacts of anonymity in dual-channel cases. For example, audience members usually prefer anonymous participation because it allows for better self-expression and frees the members to present their subjective opinions without needing to consider how their peers will find them [45], are free to voice their ideas anonymously [48] and pay more attention to the content and not its senders, which thereby also increases its perceived value [16].

To understand anonymity better, we applied an A–B–A research design. In the first stage (A₁), the two classes used Presemo for six weeks in a named mode in which the comments in open-ended chats were appended with pupils’ names. In the second phase (B), also lasting six weeks, Presemo ran in an anonymised mode with the pupils’ names hidden. The last phase (A₂) was again in the named mode and lasted 2.5 weeks at the end of the semester. The A–B–A structure allowed us to explore changes caused by anonymity (Stage B) and control the learning effect (Stage A₂). However, analysis showed no indicators of difference across the conditions (see Table 2; \( p = 0.5, \chi^2 = 1.40, df = 2 \)). Therefore, we pooled the data together to examine norm violations more qualitatively.

### 3.3 Data collection

Our data collection focused on studying norm violations and how they were managed. The norm violations could be identified based on teachers’ and pupils’ behaviours and their personal accounts regarding the situation. We relied on three complementary methods to gather data: video recordings, interviews and log data analyses. This way we were able to triangulate the data from various sources. Furthermore, interviews and log data allowed us to examine cases that we did not observe directly.

**Video recordings** covered eight visits to a class (each was 45 minutes’ long, the length of one class at this school). We used these visits to record overall behaviour in the classroom. Stages A₁ and B contained three visits while Stage A₂ had two visits. We placed two cameras, equipped with wide-angle lenses, in the front corner and back corner of the classroom. The video data captured the auditory ambience in the classroom, the interactions between the teacher and the pupils, and many of the pupil–pupil interactions, including their physical movements. We explored the ways in which the teachers introduced Presemo for different educational tasks, and how they reacted to the content that the pupils posted to Presemo.

---

In the interviews, we asked pupils and teachers to elaborate on their experiences at the end of each stage. Interviews with the teachers took 40–60 minutes. Interviews with the pupils took around five to ten minutes each and were done individually in a separate space. The time was short because pupils needed to engage in their ordinary schoolwork and thus could not be available for longer interviews. Because these interviews covered both classes, we carried out 63 individual interviews and three teacher interviews, the final one being a pair discussion with both teachers. Approximately eight hours of interview material was recorded.

Our interview scheme for the pupils focused on (i) their recall of activities they engaged within Presemo, and (ii) their own, (iii) their classmates’, and (iv) their teachers’ behaviours. We asked the teacher about their Presemo use, especially on those days when a researcher had not been present. We focused on hearing how and why they used Presemo and how the pupils took to using the system. We encouraged both the pupils and the teachers to elaborate on their answers. Furthermore, we asked the teachers for more details about observations we had made during our visits as well as those emerging from the pupils’ interviews. We asked both the pupils and teachers high-level questions (see footnote 3 for examples) and invited them to elaborate their answers with examples whenever they could. These interviews also inquired about events that took place in those lessons where a researcher was not present. In particular, we asked pupils to describe a specific event they had in mind, or if they could not think of one, we suggested that they reflect on events informed by the system logs or teacher interviews.

We used the pupil interviews to inquire about events that we had recorded on video during the observation visits.

Log data from Presemo were available, consisting of contributions from the pupils and teachers with the system (e.g. all blocks created, all messages sent, all votes cast). We used the log data to gain insights into the digital activities: to quantify Presemo activity and to get an overview of it, as well as to classify pupils’ messages based on their relevance to teachers’ intended use.

3.4 Analysis

We studied how teachers and pupils reacted to activities in Presemo. The process followed open coding and the principles of iterative analysis [62]. We started by analysing the videos. We first sampled parts of the lessons for which Presemo was used and examined them further. We focused on phenomena that emerged because Presemo was present, under three themes: interaction between the teacher and Presemo, between the pupils and Presemo, and between the teacher and the pupils. Codes from this analysis included, for example, teacher guidance on using Presemo (11 instances), the teacher reflecting on responses (one instance), laughter in the classroom triggered by Presemo (11 instances), and peer discussions about content in Presemo (16 instances).

We then conducted an iterative analysis of these codes (24 in total) and re-coded the data on more detailed levels, ensuring that the codes reflected the perspective of norms. We operationalized norm violations as events that “distracted the teacher or the pupil from teaching to attend to an unscheduled activity” [25]. According to earlier research, such norm violations may include off-task activities, such as off-topic messages in the digital channel [30, 45], not being engaged in classroom activities [3], noisiness in the physical channel [3], pupils interacting with other pupils [3], and pupils interrupting the teacher [3]. We sought to use these categories to guide our analysis as the emphasis of our work was to understand how norm violations occur in a dual-channel communication environment, not what kind of norm violations exist. Therefore, grounding our

---

3Example questions included “What did you do with the participation channel” (the term we used to describe Presemo to teachers and pupils), “What did [teacher’s name] do while you’ve used the participation channels”, “What did it feel like to use the participation channel?” and “Were there any changes since the last time I did my interviews, which was just before the short holiday?”

---
analysis with existing frameworks helped us to examine these events. However, our analysis focused also on cases where pupils’ behaviours went against teachers’ previous statements. When in doubt, we used other participants’ reactions in our judgment as to whether a pupil-originated action represented a norm violation. After this, we examined how the teacher and the pupils managed these norm violations. Because of our interest in dual-channel interaction, we analysed only those times when Presemo was used.

We also used interviews to extend our observations and learn about Presemo use during those times when our researcher was not present in the classroom. Finally, we utilised interview data to triangulate our video-based inferences. Although it has been suggested that observed study participants would be present at video analysis sessions [33], this was not possible in our case, because of the large number of participants. When the interviews contradicted our initial video analysis, we revisited the videos and other interviews and corrected our interpretation.

3.5 Contextualisation: How was Presemo used in the classroom?

To understand our results, we consider that it is useful to provide some context how Presemo was used in the classrooms. Most importantly, Presemo was just one of many learning activities during the 45-minute classes. Teachers varied the types of activities during these lessons. In all cases that we observed, the teachers allocated dedicated time slots for Presemo use, articulating the aim of Presemo used. Usually, pupils sat in their places while the teacher, standing at the front of the room, showed the presentation view in the projector and gave the instructions (see Figure 3). We observed Presemo being used in religion, mother tongue, music, biology, environment and nature studies and history and civics classes, which correspond to subjects’ teachers were teaching to the pupils. Presemo was used at all stages of the study (Table 1 and the A–B–A structure had only a moderate impact on the use of the technology. We normalised all conditions based on the number of blocks and tested whether student activity was higher in one of the stages using Wilcoxon’s test. All tests were non-significant at $p \geq 0.1$, further supporting our choice to merge all stages of the study.

Presemo allowed different interaction forms, materialised through the blocks, to be used. Nelimarkka et al. [46] categorised the block use into eight different categories: collection of precise information, activation of the audience, engagement and co-creation with the audience, interaction with the performer, all-purpose chat (often with a title like “general discussion”), specific chat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days Presemo was used</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pupils</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat blocks created</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poll blocks created</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking blocks created</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total blocks per day</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of Presemo use per stage, based on teachers’ use (block creation) and pupils’ use (content creation).
Exploring Norm Violations and Norm Management in Collocated Synchronous Communication

(Where audience can drive the agenda), social lobby and event organisation. We conducted similar classification on all blocks to understand how teachers envisioned Presemo being used in the classroom. Dominantly, Presemo was used to collect precise information, that is, exploring statements that could be seen factually correct or incorrect. For example, in religion class, students were asked to write “Which symbol of the Holy Spirit is visible on the page [of the book]?” or answer a multiple-choice question “When the Priest raises his hands in the church, he wants to...” Such questions could be easily asked also in non-mediated environments. Teachers opted to use Presemo to assess the information of the whole class at the same time. During our classroom visits, we observed that teachers often adapted their later teaching activities based on the responses obtained through Presemo. For example, after a poll, erroneous answers were discussed and elaborated. Thus, the Presemo activity was threaded together with regular teaching activities and supplemented those, mostly through being scalable to the entire class. In many ways, this use case resembles – emergently, without our request from teachers – many practices reported in audience response system research, such as those of choosing how to continue the performance or exploring how participants think about issues [10]. However, while audience response system researchers have often focused on multiple-choice questions, we observed that open answer fields (in a chat block) were predominantly used in the classes. This forced pupils to articulate their own answers to questions.

Different forms of activation and engagement were actively used. Instead of focusing on a factual statement, these sought to either introduce a theme by asking pupils to reflect a topic or support deeper engagement and personal reflection about a given topic. The Trojan horse was discussed in the class, with an open-ended chat “What have you heard about the Trojan horse?” This was followed by a deeper question, asking the pupils to reflect and connect the term to their daily experiences: “Have you been in a situation where something is different than it looks? C.f. Trojan horse.” Also, Presemo was used to ask pupils to share their personal thoughts and experiences. For example, when discussing teenagers and puberty, the teacher asked students to answer the prompt “How do you know that your parents care about you?” We also observed that both teachers used Presemo to engage pupils in meta-cognitive tasks evaluating their own learning, following principles of active learning paradigms. Again, during interviews, teachers highlighted that they wished to engage pupils in different ways, and Presemo was one of the tools they used in there. Beyond the ability to engage all pupils to consider the theme and participate, teachers did not explicate why Presemo was used at specific times. Rather, it served as one additional modality of work in the classroom, connected with other classroom practices. As we have indicated through this summary on the use, both teachers were experienced and highly educated in the pedagogy. They used Presemo as one of many tools available for them to support in developing active and participatory learning experiences.

However, while it might appear that the Presemo use was an additional “gimmick” in the classroom, this was not the case. Rather, we observed pedagogically designed sequences that focused on the same theme over several blocks. For example, Finnish curriculum in mother tongue focused on the part of speeches. The teacher created several polls where students explored verbs: “Choose the right verb phrasing for the following sentence: Matt X blue berries in the forest.” After several similar type of tasks, pupils were asked to answer an open-ended question “What is a verb?” This process followed the idea of a socio-constructivist learning paradigm, which is emphasised in the Finnish curriculum. Through answering several questions over several classes in Presemo as well as other class activities, pupils gained understanding and were able to answer the open-ended question. Similarly, we observed that even within one class, teachers followed similar sequences. For example, in the music class, pupils had just listened to a song and teacher asked “What grade would you give to this song?” followed by an open-ended discussion of “justify your grade.” Based
on teacher interviews, one motivation to use Presemo in these types of subjective questions was to engage all pupils within the class. Teachers observed that there are often a handful of active pupils, but through Presemo, even the quieter pupils could participate and be heard during the class.

4 RQ1: HOW NORMS ARE VIOLATED

We focused on analyzing how norms are violations in dual-channel environment. First, we examined violations in both channels individually (see intended rows in Table 2). However, more extensive analysis illustrated that the cases of norm violations did not always occur on a single channel. Rather, they could also be sequences of channels onset in a channel but having their continuation on another channel (summarized later in Table 3). We indicate these using \textit{\rightarrow} -symbol when discussing the empirical observations.

4.1 Digital channel \textit{\rightarrow} digital channel violations

The entirely digital norm violations were primarily related to sending non-relevant messages to Presemo during teaching. The violations emerged from a lack of appreciation for the purposes of the task given. These violations took pupils’ attention away from teaching and broke the norm of staying focused and attentive. Most commonly these uses were related to spamming in Presemo’s chat blocks. For example, in one case, a teacher received replies such as “Kfdkf” and “CHEEEEER” when he had asked pupils to post verbs that described their previous weekend. Another form of non-relevant messaging was related to using Presemo for insulting. Example messages of this type included “[pupil name] has poop in his pants” and “cheerleading is for teenyboppers.” Such norm breaking can easily lead to further messages which break the norm [47].

4.2 Physical channel \textit{\rightarrow} physical channel violations

As pupils were allowed to use mobile devices in the classroom, they were responsible for using them to achieve the learning goals. Therefore, off-task activities constituted a form of norm violations.

Table 2. Observed norm violations in the classrooms during Presemo use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violations type (onset \textit{\rightarrow} continuation)</th>
<th>Stage A\textsubscript{1}</th>
<th>Stage B</th>
<th>Stage A\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>Total*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital channel \textit{\rightarrow} digital channel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-relevant messages\textsuperscript{*}</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical channel \textit{\rightarrow} physical channel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-task activities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical channel \textit{\rightarrow} digital channel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-relevant messages</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical channel \textit{\rightarrow} physical channel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General noise</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils interrupting the teacher</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils interacting with each other, ignoring teaching</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils showing off and drawing attention</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total\textsuperscript{*}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{*} Reported as a percentage of non-relevant messages out of all messages in each stage, based on an analysis of a random sample of 10% of all messages.

\textsuperscript{*} The total count does not include digital \textit{\rightarrow} digital violations as they are reported as percentages.
We observed four cases in our video data that were solely related to dual-channel interactions. In one case, a pupil played a game using his mobile device instead of participating via Presemo. This was a violation, as the pupil challenged the teacher’s explicit guidance regarding the intended use of both Presemo and the mobile device. We classified this as ‘physical → physical’ because the behaviour did not relate to Presemo, which was the digital channel, but to the device that provided the communication channel instead. Playing a mobile phone game also created other sorts of unrest, such as sounds and other disruptions, in the classroom.

4.3 Physical channel → digital channel violations

Our data contained one case where the onset in the physical channel led to a digital continuation of the norm violation. Our classification of this case is based on the teacher’s interpretation during an interview. The case involved several non-relevant messages that were sent during a history lesson that dealt with the domestication of animals in prehistoric times. The teacher had created a ranked content block in Presemo and asked the pupils for suggestions on the first animal species domesticated by humans. Pupils started to propose various purposely incorrect species. In the interview with us, Teacher 1 summarised that the pupils’ norm-violation behaviour was caused by preceding events:

> It became a dominant [pattern among pupils to compete over] who comes up with the funniest animal species, eel or seal or whatever. [...] The participation channel is very context sensitive [...] The words I said [in the classroom] triggered this type of behaviour.

The teacher elaborated how the norm-violating behaviour in the physical channel spilled over into the digital sphere. Even when we were able to only demonstrate one such case in this study, we chose to designate a separate category for it, because many observations in prior work [6, 36] – without framing them as norm violations – have reported cases where physical activities have become onsets for norm violations in digitally mediated communications.

4.4 Digital channel → physical channel violations

Fourthly and lastly, the widest range of norm violations emerged when pupils reacted to digital actions within Presemo with physical actions in the classroom.

We will first describe how content in Presemo caused general noise, such as verbal remarks or laughter from the students. Presemo-related general noise manifested mostly when many pupils reacted to content in Presemo. For example, when off-task messages were posted, several pupils reacted by starting to laugh. Another form of general noise were the remarks that pupils made – often by yelling – to comment on or to object to content in Presemo. The norm-violating nature of general noise was apparent in the teachers’ reactions. Teacher 1 tried to establish a rule that using Presemo should not create any noise in the classroom. Thus, the various forms of general noise that the pupils made constituted clearly a norm violation in her case. We observed similar violations also in Class 2, however to a lesser extent, because Teacher 2 was more liberal about pupils’ noise.

Pupils sometimes interrupted the teacher because they were so engaged in using Presemo. In our case we observed, for example, a pupil crying “No!” as she was just posting her comments, when the teacher said it is time to stop an activity in the digital channel. In another case, a pupil took over the role of the teacher, shouting responses, when the teacher started reviewing outcomes of a Presemo poll. The teacher responded to this firmly by stating that certain roles exist in class and that she is the teacher and he is the pupil. We find it possible that Presemo – as an environment that redistributes the agency to students – had a catalytic role in triggering this kind of violating behaviour. In the present case, the pupil had been given an active role in the lesson when he and others had a chance to contribute content to Presemo. When the teacher moved from the
Fig. 4. Self-presentation by showing off: A pupil looking how others react to his norm-violating posting.

Presemo-focused activity to the next part of the lesson, the pupil remained in the active mode, suddenly creating a violation.

We also consider pupil–pupil interactions (e.g. talking) as norm violations if they interrupt the teaching or are against the rules that the teacher has set. In our data, such cases included pupils making remarks on the content and activities of other pupils in the physical channel. In Class 1, where noisiness was strictly discouraged, pupils violated a norm whenever they talked with each other about Presemo content. Although the rules were more liberal in Class 2, discussions about the content were not always accepted, and shouting to other pupils across the room and walking over to other students were never treated as acceptable behaviour.

Finally, one norm violation types not clearly identified in the previous literature was self-presentation. It happened when pupils attempted to draw attention to themselves, to show off, in front of their friends. In a typical pattern, pupils posted something to Presemo with a mobile device, after which they announced that content verbally to others. Then they waited for the others’ reactions (see Figure 4). These acts of self-presentation were easy to carry out, because Presemo’s content moderation was not turned on.

5 RQ2: PERFORMERS’ STRATEGIES FOR MANAGING NORM VIOLATIONS

While above we have recognized various kinds of norm violations, next we focus on how teachers tried to (re)establish the norms in Presemo, both proactively before and during Presemo use as well as reactively in response to norm violations.

5.1 Proactive verbal norm management

Proactive norm management strategies included actions by which the teachers could pre-empt norm violations that were otherwise in danger of occurring. Overall, these actions – often in the form of verbal instructions – were “soft” in the sense that they persuaded the pupils instead of explicitly directing them to behave in an intended way. Thus, to ensure smooth transitions between tasks with and without a digital channel, teachers usually explained the upcoming task and the reasons for using Presemo in it. This created an opportunity to align the pupils’ norms of acceptable behaviour with their own. Teachers also explained what the desirable behaviours in Presemo during the task would be like:

[During a lesson, before pupils could comment in Presemo:]

*Teacher 1: We have previously had some setbacks regarding the quality of these comments. We had a phase in which there was no spamming [- -] in our school we use proper language and contribute politely [- -]*
5.2 Reactive overt verbal norm management

In addition to proactive verbal guidance, teachers managed norms with reactive verbal remarks when Presemo was already in use. These took place in two forms: overtly (i.e. by addressing the whole class; discussed in this section) and privately (discussed in Section 5.3). With both types of remarks, the teachers cut short any actions in which violations had already happened (e.g. by telling that “[That kind of] insulting of others is not acceptable”). The overt remarks were rather general in tone and not aimed at a specific pupil (in comparison to the private remarks discussed below).

Pupils were aware of this management strategy, and adapted their behaviour to avoid such reactive norm management:

Pupil: [There are not negative comments] because [Teacher 1] keeps watch on the chat all the time, and if someone says there that your opinions suck and you’ve got it all wrong, [Teacher 1] makes a note of it.

5.3 Reactive private norm management

Both of the teachers engaged in private verbal remarks made directly to specific pupils in response to their behaviours. In one case, Teacher 1 walked to a pair of pupils and bent over to address them privately after their noisy behaviour (see Figure 5). Teacher 2, in a similar vein, mentioned that he had “private conversations on this topic” with one pupil who had played a mobile game during a lesson instead of using Presemo.

Interestingly, in both cases that we observed, the private remarks were simultaneously also overt. The content of the remark was kept private, either by using a low voice (Teacher 1) or by indirect remarks to what had been already communicated privately (Teacher 2). These acts were nonetheless also overt by being observable by anyone in the classroom. It seems that teachers deliberately wanted to signal to the whole classroom that they were managing a norm violation, even when the exact nature of the management remained private. Therefore, the visibility of one’s physical actions could be used performatively in a publicly observable manner while at the same time verbal content of the intervention was kept private.

5.4 Physical presence as norm management

The power of physical presence became clear in one misunderstanding between the teachers and pupils. Teacher 1’s teaching style involved a lot of walking around the classroom during the lessons, including during Presemo-related tasks. The intention behind this behaviour was not readily apparent to the pupils. Similar to them, we also assumed that the teacher did this to monitor pupils and prevent violations, thus engaging in a proactive strategy:

Interviewer: Well, what has [Teacher 1] done [to address the bad content]?
Pupil: [- -] sometimes she looks behind you in a way to sneak a glance at what you’re writing: I feel that everyone focuses more on what they do when they notice that [Teacher 1] is behind them.

However, when we asked the teacher, she referred to this as “general control”:

Interviewer: I’ve observed that you move around in the classroom.
Teacher 1: Yes, it might be. I don’t mean to watch [pupils’ phones]. I follow the public screen to check what’s been said. So, it might be that I move around, but the goal has not been that I would see what the pupils write. Instead, it is more like general control.

Both interpretations point to a proactive norm management strategy, but in different ways. Teacher 1 wanted to prevent noise and other disturbances and to ensure that pupils would allow their classmates to post their opinions freely. The pupils, in turn, thought that the teacher wanted to exercise continuous control on what was being posted. Based on the pupils’ comments, we can see that they were not able to distinguish general norm management from Presemo-specific norm management. We argue that what the teacher intended by her activity is not important; rather it is the pupils’ constructed meanings that had an impact on their behaviour about the norms and their management. In this sense, physical presence can also be considered a proactive norm management strategy in the digital channel.

6 DISCUSSION

In this paper we explored social norms in dual-channel environments, where interaction took place both in physical and digital channels. To understand these norms, we focused to examine how norm violations take place (RQ1) and how do presenters address norm violations (RQ2). Our results suggest that in the design and analysis of collocated synchronous communication, care should be put to understand the digital and physical communication channels as a dual-channel environment, not as two separate channels. This idea is not limited by study’s social context and age groups: while observed forms of norm violations may speak more about elementary schools and pupils, their existence across the dual-channels is not specific to how norms were broken [recall that norm violations have been observed in college and professional contexts as well, e.g. 5, 6, 20, 45].

Our work demonstrates the intertwined nature of norm violations in a dual-channel environment. Previously researchers have analytically separated physical and digital channels [39, 58]. We instead highlight they are interconnected when focusing closely on onsets and continuations. Our framework to account norm violations in a dual-channel environment (see Table 3) shows that the temporal dimension brings additional insights into the traditional physical and digital division. Using the framework, we identified cases where the onset of the violation took place in another channel than the continuation of the violation. Such norm violations spill over from one channel into another channel – a unique phenomenon for dual-channel communications. More critically, norm violations spillovers cannot be easily “encapsulated” to one channel only; instead they easily cross channel boundaries, escape the attention and control of the performer, and become harder to manage, as we have shown. Once a norm is violated in one channel, it can start to affect the other channel and cause further disruptions. We think that the framework can be expanded beyond norms and their violations to other social and behavioural factors in dual-channel environments.

To stress the importance of our work: spillovers were particularly harmful as performers mostly used a single channel for coping with norm violations (RQ2). Teachers’ repertoire included public and private verbal remarks as well as physical presence, but it did not take place in the digital channel. This repertoire demonstrated both proactive and reactive strategies were used, which was similar to what happens in more traditional, non-augmented classroom teaching. While Presemo allowed various interventions from performers, like writing comments or removing content, teachers...
did not use them. Several factors can explain this observation. For example, cognitive load is a challenge for addressing both digital and physical channels [43]. However, the load was not always an impediment, because we did observe teachers being able to actively engage with digital content, such as asking follow-up questions verbally in the physical channel. Another reason might be that the digital interface was not suitable for teachers’ use. Future research could examine whether shifting the focus from the classroom to a screen feels unnatural to teachers.

We will now move to further discuss two concepts which emerge from the framework demonstrated: spillovers and asymmetries. We first further define and contextualise them in the literature, and then show they can provide value for design of dual-channel environments.

### 6.1 Spillovers and asymmetries as strong concepts for collocated synchronous communication

To explicate the value of our research beyond elementary school context, we formulate main observations of the empirical work as strong concepts. Following Höök and Löwgren [32], we follow two stage process of the work: we discuss the observed phenomena relates to existing domain-specific research (horizontal grounding) and following that, demonstrate how other related domains have discussed similar phenomena as well (vertical grounding). This way, we demonstrate that the concepts do exists outside the context of our classroom studies and can help the research and design of collocated asynchronous communication tools in the future.

Our first candidate for strong concept is spillovers. We showed that some norm violations that started and continued in different channels. Norm violations can spillover both directions, from a digital channel to physical channel and from a physical channel to digital channel. The exact type of norm violation in question could change; for example, off-task content in Presemo, a challenging norm on proper behaviour in the classroom, could have been followed by pupil-pupil interaction, challenging the expectation of working alone in the task. Rather, the spillovers allowed cascading different types of norm violations in the classroom. From a practical perspective, spillovers require extra management from the performer to restored norms in both channels.

As articulated above, scholars have sought to understand interactions across communication channels in dual-channel research. Nelimarkka et al. [46] show that performers interact with their audience both through opening interaction blocks and using gaze, which is visible in the physical space. Similarly, Rodriguez-Triana et al. [58] show that the audience and performers interact both through face-to-face and computer-mediated channels. However, here the analysis is on a rather explicit interaction between the audience and performers. Lee and Tatar [39] add an additional dimension on this work: the cognitive space. They stay that a collaborative problem-solving task created a triple-space, not only digital and physical spaces, but a shared cognitive space as well. Spillovers address the same topic, but instead focus on complex group processes, like norm...
violations. The spillover is therefore less explicit than specific sequences of interactions which mix both channels, used often by the performers [46, 58] and not tied into analysis of collaboration [39].

In terms of vertical grounding, media and communication scholarship has discussed novel communication environments, where several channels are used, extensively. Hybrid media systems [11] draws attention to how new media adapts media logic of traditional media and vice versa. Using our articulation, there are spillovers of media logic – such as media ethics and norms – between traditional and new media. Hybrid media systems study media systems at a high level, but the adaptation – or spillover – has been seen as critical to understand the current media space. Similarly, channel complimentary theory [21] highlights how communication through a specific channel led to increased communication through other channels. Both works, dyadic and mass-personal communication show that the separation of action between communication channels is meaningless. Rather, the channels influence each other.

Our second proposal is asymmetry in the dual-channel environment. Our analysis showed that performers managed norms mostly in the physical channel, using both proactive and reactive strategies. Performers were not present in the digital channel, where most dual-channel norm violations originated in our study. This can in part explain some of the problems of norm management. When not present, using any coercive strategies – critical setting norms [38] – cannot be used in the channel. We observed that the audience was active in both channels. This finding indicates asymmetry of presence between the channels.

Other types of asymmetries could also be detected in dual-channel communication, such as asymmetry of power and asymmetry of focus. Previous work on collocated interaction highlights that systems may provide different interaction abilities [42] or different levels of information [49]. On a less abstract level, McCarthy and boyd [43] observe that following both channels is difficult because of the cognitive load, or asymmetry of attention: the audience may put more focus on the backchannel discussion while the performer focuses on the physical communication channel. Similarly, reflecting her experiences, boyd [6] was not aware about the digital channel and its content. The asymmetry of information led to a situation where she did not know why the audience was reacting through launching, making it difficult for her to deliver her presentation.

In terms of vertical grounding, the idea of asymmetries based on roles are well established, even in collocated systems [42, 49]. Our focus on presence asymmetries however shifts the focus from interaction and information to actualised behaviour. For example, research on blended spaces—a mix of collocated and remote participants—have demonstrated issues related to awareness and control [4], rooting to issues related to presence. Similarly, the core problem in computer-mediated research has been that mediated channels afford less presence than face-to-face interaction [23]. The observation that mediated presence is complicated is not novel. Through the idea of asymmetry of presence, we expand on this well-established literature to highlight that presence may be related to social roles as well and thus, contribute to asymmetries.

### 6.2 Design implications

This investigation was driven by a theoretical motivation: understanding norm violations in dual-channel communication. Through this investigation, we developed two conceptual innovations, spillovers and asymmetries, to help us articulate our findings. Following the idea of strong concepts [32], we now show that these concepts can provide insights for research practice in dual-channel communication. We will do so by showing how the design of dual-channel communication environments can benefit from these concepts.

First, we identified that there are spillovers that lead to norm violations in both channels. As this leads to additional effort to maintain (or negotiate) norms in two different channels, we considered spillovers harmful. We thus suggest ways to manage these spillovers in both a proactive and
reactive manner. Reactive approaches could include “freezing the screen” from further contributions, shutting down the channel temporarily, and shutting down the public screen while also hiding other users’ contributions from personal device screens. Such approaches mitigate the situation only after a spillover has taken place. They emphasise performers’ norm management power and highlight that the norm management power is present also in the digital sphere, thus limiting the asymmetry of presence. It can also be used to cool down participation and allow participants to negotiate the norms of participation. However, they do not provide tools for more proactive management, which was the primarily manner teachers’ managed norms.

We argue that designers and researchers of collocated synchronous communications systems should pay more attention to decrease this asymmetry because of the norm violation spillovers. A more balanced presence would increase performers’ abilities to manage norms in both channels of dual-channel communication. Not only limiting the frequency of norm violation, the aim must be in limiting the spillovers that cause extended disruptions in the event. We offer two design implications for future research.

First, based on our observation that teachers sometimes successfully used proactive guidance to indicate how messages should be sent, we see opportunities in seeding the communication channels with desirable content. For example, in the interaction planning stage before the performance (e.g. a lecture), the system could direct the performer to supply example answers, which then would be visible in the respective chat block. Seeded content would provide proactive guidance on the desired norms of the digital channel and supplement the performer’s verbal guidance [65]. This way the expected behaviour rules would be more concretely exemplified, but more importantly, performers’ presence in the digital space could be developed in a way that could be planned and executed before. This limits the cognitive load of this strategy and allows the performer to focus on the management of complex social settings.

Second, the asymmetry could be decreased by providing private feedback channels where the teacher could respond to pupils’ actions. Using this, the teacher could be present in the digital channel without excessively intervening in communication that is visible to everyone. We acknowledge that provision of private norm-enforcing feedback may involve its own cognitive challenges, especially concerning split attention. As we observed, teachers already in this study managed to conduct such work – by walking to the pupils who seemed to cause disruptions. Similarly, they were able to verbally acknowledge content in-situ when pupils were still writing it. However, these require that they can give full attention to the participation and not for example, preparing the next activities, but instead focus on listening and facilitating the participation process. However, the above-mentioned activities only occurred in the physical space. It may be that writing textual comments would lead to cognitive overload. A suitable set of default features, ranging from soft methods such as emoticons to more coercive methods such as blocking, and nuanced feedback could be provided at a suitably low attentional cost. Positive and encouraging private feedback methods could also be offered to complement the solely negative and delimiting management features. The main aim of such intervention is to increase the presence of the teacher in the digital channel, but unlike the content seeding, this allows more reactive approaches in the norm management.

6.3 Limitations

Our decision to study a school setting may have prevented us from developing generalisable findings for some other contexts. For example, young people have less experience with computer-mediated communications in formal settings [40], and they require more guidance on the appreciation of shared social norms. Therefore, the norm management methods that we observed may not be appropriate in non-educational contexts. In addition, people of elementary school age are still developing their own identities [40], which means that their behaviours may not represent those of
adults. Yet, the earlier literature showed that norm violations, such as posting antisocial messages and misusing digital channels have also been documented among adults and in non-educational contexts [e.g. 5, 6, 20, 45]. Thus, we believe that dual-channel norm violations are a common and general phenomenon and that our findings provide additional insights into designing computer-mediated communication tools for other types of audiences.

We had to adapt our research methods to the school environment. We could conduct only short interviews with pupils, so as not to disrupt their schoolwork or create additional work for them in their own time. Longer interviews would have provided a deeper insight into the audience’s experiences. The severity of this limitation can be best evaluated by conducting more studies in different settings. Similarly, analysis was unable to probe each member of the class in detail and thus, we might have missed more subtle norm violations. For example, we did not follow how pupils’ attention changed during the use of the Presemo system, which might inhibit them from focusing on others’ actions and responses.

Last, our video analysis and interviews did not capture discussions or behaviours related to norm negotiation. Rather, we focused on norms in a teacher-centric perspective, following the ideas of teaching as performance [52] and traditional analysis of these systems from the idea of performances [e.g. 46, 56]. The importance of norm negotiations depends on the social contexts where synchronous collocated communication is in use. In events where people are together only briefly, the room for shared norm negotiation is limited; such events are a common use context for these kinds of tools [46]. In these cases, there is a need to have a clear norm coherence as the collective norms are less developed. Furthermore, organisers and performers may need to ensure that code of conduct is followed. In our case study, the technology was in-use for a longer period. In these cases, norm violations may be needed to allow participants to negotiate about the norms. Thus, the design of mitigating norm violations must carefully consider that what agency does it provide to audience: in some cases, proposed performer-centric approaches could be transformed into peer-based mechanisms to support collective norm maintenance.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The social computing research community has not been actively focused on collocated and synchronous, or as we call them, dual-channel, collaborative environments [68]. However, commercial tools, such as Slido, Mentimeter, Poll Everywhere and Screen.io are already available to support such augmentation in collocated events. These commercial tools have provided easy ways for any performer or event organiser to augment a planned event with technology. There is therefore a growing need for research to help developers and practitioners to understand and improve systems and practices for dual-channel environments.

In response to this need, this paper examined norms in the dual-channel environment. Our analysis extended beyond the focus on either physical or digital channels and provided an integrated perspective on dual-channel environments. To achieve this, we focused to examine the temporal dimension of norm violations and demonstrated spillovers across and asymmetries between digital and physical channels. This indicates that norm violations and norm management require further analysis in dual-channel environments compared with single-channel environments.

Academics and practitioners may need to reflect on this communication environment in new ways. Although it may be tempting to think that performer–audience interactions in a collocated event could be easily augmented by providing participants with chat walls or “backchannels” these may as well disrupt the performance. Furthermore, a performance in the physical channel cannot be straightforwardly supported with a digital channel; the intended effect needs to be considered as an integrated phenomenon of dual-channel interaction instead of a simple augmentation of single-channel interaction. This paper has provided starting points for addressing the related
challenges in such environments. Further work can continue to address other sociological concepts, like power, identity or awareness, and seek to examine how they are manifested in dual-channel environments.
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